### Description

Add all major missing OS to the buildbot and the tests. Ex: CentOS, Fedora, Suse, 32bit, 64bit..

### History

#### #1 - 12/05/2012 07:15 AM - Victor Julien

Target version set to BuildBot

Please use Buildbot target

#### #2 - 11/19/2013 10:13 AM - Ken Steele

Would also like to add Tile-Gx Linux.

#### #3 - 05/02/2017 03:09 PM - Andreas Herz

Which do we already cover?

#### #4 - 05/09/2017 01:23 AM - Peter Manev

Actually with sqard ([https://github.com/pevma/SQARD-S](https://github.com/pevma/SQARD-S)) we should be able to expand the build bot functionality a bit.

#### #5 - 09/08/2021 01:17 PM - Philippe Antoine

Status changed from New to Closed

No more buildbot